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About Mozes 

Our mission is to connect our customers to their audience at points 
of inspiration through great mobile experiences. 

As the mobile device becomes the most powerful method of 
connecting people, our vision is that Mozes will be the most trusted 
and widely used mobile engagement platform in the world. 
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An Integrated Platform 

We engage audiences using: 
- Text and voice messaging 
- Mobile web and applications 
- Online and social media 

Mozes customer Clorox integrates text, voice and web elements as part of their Keith Urban tour sponsorship 
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Examples of Recent Campaigns 

Fans at the U.S. Open of Surfing text to 
vote for their favorite performance 

Fans Text-to-Win backstage passes on the 
American Idols Live tour 

Attendees of the Billy Graham Rock the 
River Tour send photos to the big screen 

Viewers of ABC’s “Country’s Night to Rock” 
text to opt-in to ongoing alerts from the CMA 
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Getting results 
282,000 people engage with KC Masterpiece “Me, You and a BBQ” promo on their mobile device 

Screen time on the display makes a significant positive difference in participation 
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Case Study: Engage In-venue, Drive Digital 
 The Portland Trail Blazers used mobile in-venue to engage their live audience, collect 
mobile numbers and email to build community and increase sales. 

Challenge 
Engage fans in-venue, create 
community 

Solution 
During game fans texted 
“RIPCITY” to win a jersey and also 
entered their email address which 
triggered a message for the 
Trailblazers social network.  

Results 
Drove largest single night merch 
sales in venue and 60% sign-up to 
social network 
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Four lessons in four years 
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The year of the mobile may be a myth 

Most industries still need first movers 

Consumers still nervous about mobile 

Trying too much may not pay off 
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Contact information 

Dorrian Porter 
CEO 
dgp@mozes-inc.com 
650-678-0664 

Text DORRIAN to 66937 


